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About This Content

★What is Two Realm Pack?★

With this pack, you can sign a contract with all 'Champion' and 'Trooper' from both Creaea and Aillai, including those will be
added in the future updates. Plus, 'Champions' and 'Troopers' you signed through this pack can be used right out-of-the-box

regardless of your current Realm level. Consequently, you will get back all Blue & Red which you had spent to acquire Troopers
and Champions individually before you purchased this pack!

★Features★

 Provides access to every 'Champion' and 'Trooper' from both Creaea and Aillai.

 Access to 'Champion' and 'Trooper' which will be added in future updates will also be provided automatically.

 Every current 'Champions' and 'Troopers' can be used right out-of-the-box regardless of your current player level.

 Provide 8,000 Blue / Red
  (Aillai : 8,000 Blue / Creaea : 8,000 Red)
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 Get back all Blue and Red you had spent to acquire Troopers and Champions individually before you purchased this
pack.

 You can purchase this pack only once per account.
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Title: MINImax Tinyverse - Two Realms Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
O'olBlue Inc.
Publisher:
O'olBlue Inc.
Release Date: 27 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvdia GeForce GTX 8800

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Russian
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The Lost Souls is another horror game by GDNomad and this one is a sequel to White Mirror. As other titles from this
developer you can already expect what type of game you get if you even dared to touched the previous works of GDNomad.

The Story

So the story in this game is still as nonsensical as the other games made by the dev. In this game your goal is to destroy the
mirror which is located in hell. I don't really know what's this guys fascination with hell, since every game he makes either
already takes place in hell, or you wind up in hell without you ever finding out about it on the final screen of the game.

Gameplay:

This game is identical to other titles by GDNomad so if you played his other titles you know what to expect. Bugs, broken
english and puzzles that are way too easy and are identical to his others game (Start to notice a pattern here ?). The Lost Souls
has puzzles that are exactly the same as in White Mirror so if you played that game it's gonna be way easier the second time
around as the entire game is so simple it's mind numbing.

The Monster encounters are also a lot more frequent than in White Mirror, but this is not a good thing as the monster either
spots you when it shouldn't, but it doesn't matter cause the monster is an Olympic sprinter and will kill you as soon as you're
spotted, meaning you have to be incredibly careful around the monster.

Unlike White Mirror where the monster really didn't care about you and outright refused to chase you sometimes, this time at
least it gives chase and it's intense (sarcasm).

Graphics and Audio:

Graphically the game is a mess. The textures are poor, the monster and environment designs are horrid, but what can you expect
out of a game that was made in GameGuru aka the reason why steam is overflowing with terrible first person shooters. The
Audio is also horrid. It's absolutely pain numbing and at times it hurts to even listen to the audio cause the mixing is so bad it
hurts.

Good:

Well there's nothing good about this game, usually I can find something good in a game even when it's bad. There's at least one
thing I can like in a game, but this is just not fun on any level, this game is pure garbage and honestly it's not worth your hard
earned cash.

Length:

The game is no longer than 30 minutes. After the initial playthrough there is no reason to go back and play it again, even though
I suggest not to even play it in the first place, but if you own it already at least you don't have to suffer for long.

Closing Remarks:

The Lost Souls is identical to every game GDNomad has made, I still have to review Verge, Autumn Dream and Wooden
House, but those games are pretty much the same, so if you played one game by this developer you essentially played them all
without even realising it. Just save your money and get something else with your money.

Final Rating:
1\/10

Pros:
N\/A
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Cons:
- Broken English
- Not scary
- Identical to White Mirror

. Review has been edited after fitting correct tyres.

Ok time for my first impressions. I have been playing this on and off for a few days so this review is not a knee jerk but fairly
well considered. A lot of what I have to say seems negative but hopefully the developers will take some points on board.

Firstly it just doesn't feel like how I would expect a rally car to drive. The car seemed to under-steer terribly but reading the
forums I found this was because I had the tarmac tyres on (I was racing on the gArena which requires the forest tyres). With the
correct tyres installed I could put in some consistent fast last times and the whole thing feels much better now but not how I
imagine a modern rally car would feel. I still maintain that the cars feel slow but maybe other factors are at play such as camera
zoom.

Graphically the game is very average.There are plenty of options to adjust the look of the game with various post processing
options but the game looks almost the same with these all turned on. The game uses the Unity engine which I know can produce
better visuals than we are getting here and better performance. The tracks look pretty bland and repetitive and the cars look like
they have been taken from an old PlayStation title. The whole thing just lacks flair. Please do something about the tyre marks as
they are truly appalling.

The user interface looks slick but is let down when it comes to using it. Important buttons are disguised as tiny round icons,
some of which seem to have no relation to their purpose (the car select 'button' looks like 2 cars crashing into each other and the
setup icon looks like something from a chemistry set!).

There is no in game help to tell you what keys you should know about and no instructions to tell you how get the most out of the
game.

The game does have plenty of options which is good and there seems to be lots of tweaking options for control but having
played around with it quite a bit it was still a job to set up an x-box controller and even now just the slightest touch on the
steering seems to send it to full lock, which may explain the under-steering.

The game does not save your setting either so you can set the camera up how you like or pick one of the presets but when you
come back to the game you have to do it all over again which is frustrating.

A major omission is the lack of restart the stage button. If you mess up and want to try again it seems you have to quit back to
the menus and then reload the track which is annoying.

The sound is pretty weak with the cars sounding weak and under powered, which maybe they are.

I believe it has taken the developers 8 years to get to this stage and honestly I cannot see how. I can only assume it wasn't 8 years
full-time.

Having said all of the above I really hope this develops into something better. I have been waiting for it for a while and am
honestly a little disappointing but I do actually enjoy driving it now I have got used to it and it can only get better so I am
keeping the game and it is currently my game of choice for a quick break from work (which is, coincidentally, developing my
own racing game.)

So overall I am recommending this game because I believe it will transform into something great and at this price you honestly
cannot go wrong.. These games are actually pretty fun for a physics-based puzzle game. I think they would be better served as a
single game, but I still enjoyed killing time with them.. Give us a mega city maps, pls!. Used to play this game a few years ago. I
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don't know what update did this but I am locked into a tutorial with no option to get to the main menu. How could you arrest
your players in an extended tutorial and threaten them with "reduced online ratings" for something they didn't consent to? Menu
came back after 5 reloads of the game with a "locked out of online play" punishment. Terrible decisions.. Short and pleasant
seated experience.
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA. If you love motorcycle games, then STOP buying
Milestone games.

They need to lose their MotoGP license, etc. so an actual game Studio can take over and develop actual games.

You've been warned.

This game launched once and never again.

0.7 Hours gameplay says it all. Fun game, but it's sadly abandoned by the devs, last update being in 2017.. All Luxor are
exceptional love puzeling games,fun to play. Very solid old-school shmup. Great looking. Challenging but not overly so. Varied
environments and enemies that are thoughtfully designed. Enjoying it way more than I thought I would.
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